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Topical Lecture Outline

Goal of this lecture is to discuss in detail various aspects of proposed 
conversion or merger of pathology, lab medicine, and radiology

Will first present a set of definitions & diagrams; then derive from 
them some tentative “big ideas” about future of dx & healthcare

Will then provide some of the details underlying these ideas to see if 
they hold up under closer scrutiny, challenges, and further dialogue

Next, will address the transition phase and some of necessary 
changes that will be necessary if conversion/merger is to go forward

Finish lecture with summary of take-home points; will quickly poll 
audience to determine number of skeptics vs. supporters of concept
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Definitions and Diagrams

Establishing a Working Vocabulary 
Regarding “Integration” and “Integrated”

Integrated diagnostics: merger/conversion of pathology, lab 
medicine, and radiology in all of various forms to new discipline

Integrated Diagnostic Center: a physical/virtual center offering 
integrated diagnostics; centers controlled by diagnosticians

Integrated lab report: interpretive report encompassing multiple 
diagnostic techniques & including rx/px recommendations

Early Health Model: pre-clinical, pre-symptomatic dx of disease; 
provides greater visibility to integrated diagnostic medicine

Molecular imaging: biomarker probes used to identify tissue 
targets or pathways; used to arrive at specific tissue diagnoses



State of Wellness 
(Absence of Diagnosable Disease)

State of Diagnosable Acute Disease
(Short-Term, Self-Limiting)

State of Chronic Diagnosable Disease
(Long Duration and/or
Frequent  Recurrence)
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Early Health Model Domain

Definitions and Diagrams



Symptomatic or asymptomatic 
patient

Patient enters 
diagnostic, therapeutic, 

& efficacy process

Medical imaging
procedures Molecular lab testing

Determination of variations in genes, 
gene expression, proteins, & 

metabolites, of patient, diseased 
tissue, and/or tumor; extent of 

lesion.

Lab & imaging processes to 
determine optimal drug therapy

Mandated lab companion 
testing to assess efficacy

Additional genomic/proteomic
testing for measure efficacy 

and side-effects

Appropriate drug  therapy initiated

Continuing molecular lab 
testing during therapy to 

assess
efficacy/side effects

Continuing medical imaging 
during therapy to assess 

efficacy/side effects

Therapeutic drug monitoring 
(TDM) to determine adequacy 

of dosing & prevent drug 
toxicity

Diagnostic Work Flow Diagram Underlying Personalized Medicine
Definitions and Diagrams
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“Big Ideas” Tentatively Derived from 
Definitions and Schematic Diagrams 

Diagnostics moving front-and-center in healthcare enterprise 
because of shift to early health model (pre-symptomatic dx)

Major diagnostic specialties (pathology, clinical lab, radiology) 
and also patients derive quality/cost benefits from merger

Growing overlap of dx specialties will cause conflict & 
destructive competition at specialty interfaces absent merger

Diagnostic medicine inexorably drawn into personalized 
medicine; practitioners will render valued opinions about rx/px 

Integrated Diagnostic Centers will emerge in healthcare delivery
for reasons of cost, efficiency, convenience; control up for grabs

Definitions and Diagrams
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Defining the Early Health Model: Pre-
Symptomatic & Pre-Clinical Diagnosis

Ideas being promoted by GE Medical and Siemens; aligns 
with their large investments/integration of IVD and imaging

Basic concept is pre-symptomatic, pre-clinical diagnosis 
based on biomarker panels & new imaging techniques

EHM changes the rules of the game for MDs, healthcare 
insurance companies, and pharmaceutical companies

Suggestion that EHM results in lower cost for healthcare but 
may not be correct; this idea needs research confirmation

EHM moves dx to the center of many healthcare processes 
because patients exhibit no overt signs/symptoms of disease

Underlying details to big ideas
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Who Most Nervous and Who Supports
the Early Health Model?

Opposed: health insurance companies and government 
payors who can’t keep up with current financial demands

Nervous: pharmaceutical companies with all of current drugs 
having been tested only on symptomatic research subjects

Nervous: physicians who have only trained with current 
disease model that is based on overt signs and symptoms

Nervous; governmental regulatory agencies who have 
trouble understanding current healthcare environment

Enthusiastic: healthcare consumers who want to know what 
will happen to them before they get sick & need intervention

Underlying details to big ideas
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Current Model for Diagnosis and 
Treatment of Complex Disease

Current model most frequently involves patient presenting to 
clinician with signs & symptoms of disease, often advanced

Clinician examines patient and orders lab tests/imaging 
procedures; confirms diagnosis on basis of these reports

Clinician then selects therapy based on various factors such 
as diagnosis, age/sex of patient, available drugs, cost of rx

Clinician functions as the diagnostician, prognostician, and 
therapist with limited input from lab/pathology personnel

Drug selection and drug dosage often based on trial and 
error & prior observations about efficacy of drug regimens

Underlying details to big ideas
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Symptom-free consumer OR symptomatic pt. referred to 
specialized Integrated Diagnostic Center (IDC) by MD/nurse

IDC staffed by lab medicine physicians, pathologists, and 
radiologists who will take control over entire dx. process

Hand-offs & referrals within the IDC (imaging vs. 
serum/tissue biomarkers) managed by computerized rules

Diagnosed patient optimally leaves the IDC with diagnosis, 
informed prognosis, & specific therapeutic recommendations

Treatment then initiated by “clinicians” with occasional 
referrals back to IDC to monitor the efficacy of treatment

Proposed Model for Diagnosis and 
Treatment of Complex Disease

Underlying details to big ideas
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Integrated Diagnostics: What Is It and 
How Will It Come About?

Integrated diagnostics refers to the blending of all the tests 
and procedures use to diagnose disease & assess prognosis

Pathology, lab medicine, and radiology embedded in 
specialty silos; need to stimulate broader view of disease

Gradual movement toward integration of in-vivo diagnostics 
(medical imaging) & in-vitro diagnostics (lab + pathology)

First step will be closer integration of clinical pathology & 
anatomic pathology; hematopathology provides good model

Surgical pathology becoming more quantitative like clinical 
pathology; major driver will be research in tissue biomarkers

Underlying details to big ideas
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The Integrated Report; A Critical Element 
in Integrated Diagnostics

One key driver for integrated diagnostics will be integrated 
report -- draw conclusions from disparate tests/procedures

Surgical pathology reports provide diagnoses & little data; 
clinical pathology reports provide data but few diagnoses

Radiology reports provide “impressions” but few diagnoses; 
combining with AP & CP data will provide new synergies

Often stated that clinicians will rebel at integrated reports; I
believe that overworked MDs will accept all help that can get

I fully understand that major challenge with reimbursement 
for reports requiring greater effort (see next slide on issue)

Underlying details to big ideas
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Reimbursement and the Evolution of 
Integrated Diagnostic Reports

Highly unlikely that various healthcare payers will provide 
value-based compensation for integrated diagnostic reports

Chicken & egg dilemma; need evidence for payers and 
clinicians that integrated reports & dx less expensive & faster

Early efforts will concentrate on lesions where natural affinity
between AP, CP, & imaging: breast, lung, & thyroid masses

Initial driver will be appeal of this one-stop-shopping 
approach to patients in specialized areas like breast clinics

Need detailed research data to prove hypothesis that 
integrated diagnosis approach will be less expensive & faster

Underlying details to big ideas
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The Integrated Team Approach to the 
Diagnosis/Treatment of Complex Disease

Specialized cancer hospitals provide example of integrated 
team approach; new model for dx/rx of complex diseases

Advantages of team approach is that tunnel vision of various 
medical specialists minimized; checks and balances in place

For example, checks placed on surgeons whose instinct is to 
operate or on radiotherapists who favor this form of therapy

Proposed integrated diagnostic centers are yet another 
example of such a team approach in healthcare delivery

Cancer hospitals are one logical site for launching the 
proposed IDC model; need for rapid dx of complex diseases

Underlying details to big ideas
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Distinction Between Wellness & Diagnosis 
in Integrated Diagnostic Centers (IDCs)

Wellness defined as state of optimal well being, not simply 
the absence of illness, but an improved quality of life

Preventive medicine involves the prevention of disease rather 
than curing it; can be contrasted with therapeutic medicine

IDCs will detect early disease and predisposition to disease 
and lifestyle issues with its multiplex test panels & imaging

Inevitable that IDCs will focus on both wellness & preventive 
medicine; both essential parts of new health continuum

Their inclusion not a problem but rather a new opportunity 
to provide services to patients not now adequately addressed

Underlying details to big ideas
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Gradual Transition to Integrated 
Diagnostic Centers Likely

IDCs already exist in the Brazil; in U.S., such centers have 
also been started by radiologists focusing on breast cancer

Close collaboration between radiologists/pathologists in fine-
needle-aspiration (FNA) suites in tertiary-care hospitals

Tightly integrated diagnostic protocols currently exist in 
cancer centers; these efforts will continue to evolve

Both Siemens and GE continue to push idea of integrated 
diagnostics; may offer purchasing incentives for IDCs

Pressure from healthcare consumers for efficiency in 
healthcare; farsighted organizations will rise to challenge

Underlying details to big ideas
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Control of Proposed Integrated Diagnostic 
Centers Currently Up for Grabs

Cannot assume that control over the IDCs will default to 
pathologists, lab medicine specialists, and radiologists

Many current diagnostic specialists lack the hands-on 
experience of direct control for the diagnosis of patients

Other specialty groups may copy cardiologists and begin to 
introduce more diagnostic procedures into training programs

Pathologists should study training and careers of our own 
hematopathologists; their role come closest to the IDC model

Before we can increase pipeline of diagnosticians with better 
clinical training, may need to integrate clinicians into IDCs

Underlying details to big ideas
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Boundary Between Preventive Medicine 
and the Early Health Model

Historically, we have always diagnosed disease on basis of 
signs and symptoms of disease; basis for diagnostic medicine

Major challenge: distinguish between gene/biomarkers that 
define disease & those indicating predisposition to disease

Will assume that preventive medicine will continue to focus on 
discovery of pre-disease & ways to prevent emergence

Metabolic syndrome as example of important pre-disease; 
understood that weight loss/lipid control can prevent diabetes

Expect movement to incorporate preventive medicine into 
definition of Early Health Model; logical evolution of movement

Underlying details to big ideas
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Evidence of Growing Overlap between 
Radiology and Pathology/Lab Medicine

Molecular imaging uses biomarker probes to identify various 
targets/pathways; technology overlaps with molecular dx

Biomarkers interact chemically with tissue & alter image 
based on molecular changes occurring in area of interest

Medical imaging research centers around world operated by 
GE/Siemens mainly focusing mainly on biomarker research

Molecular imaging has potential for radiologists to deliver 
specific diagnoses and compete with surgical pathology

Makes sense to collaborate now rather than later when will 
view each other as competitors rather than as partners

Transition/changes required
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Merging LIS, RIS, and PACS 
Information Systems to Create a DIS

My primary interest is lab computing so should speculate on 
how emergence of IDCs will affect lab computing in future

I predict that LIS/RIS/PACS vendors will begin to experiment 
with integrated diagnostic information systems (DISs)

Vendors will not invest in such systems until they are sure 
that the market (labs + radiology) will demand new systems

As pathology moves to virtual microscopy (whole slide 
imaging), can make use of PACS systems for image storage

Integrated DIS will also increase efficiency/effectiveness of 
diagnostic work-ups in the Integrated Diagnostic Centers

Transition/changes required
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Increased Need for Computerized Rules 
to Manage the Mission of IDCs

As noted previously, hand-offs & referrals within the 
proposed IDCs need to be managed by computerized rules

Such software does not exist today; will need to be 
developed & will be important tool for use in the IDCs

These rules will make major contribution to the ability of the 
IDCs to arrive at diagnoses faster than current system

Example: positive test for biomarker A+B+C requires 
imaging study A which then prompts biomarker D+E etc.

Rules will need to be modified because new knowledge from 
serum/tissue biomarker & molecular imaging research 

Transition/changes required
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Information Technology Strengths of 
Pathologists vs. Radiologists

Pathology/lab medicine deployed LISs about 5-10 years prior 
to RISs & PACS came later; fields now about equal in IT

Advantage of radiology is invention/adoption of DICOM 
standard; governs management/storage of images in PACS

Advantage of pathology is that it invented the SNOMED 
standard for the coding of surgical pathology reports

Little return-on-investment for digital pathology; new 
imaging procedures provide high margins for radiology

Surgical pathology a decade behind radiology in the adoption 
of digital technology; merger would accelerate this process

Transition/changes required



Pathology 
and Lab 
Medicine

Radiology

Hospital 
LIS

Esoteric 
Reference 

Lab

Hospital 
RIS/PACS

Reference 
LIS

Nighthawk 
Radiology

Nighthawk 
RIS/PACS

Current Model

Integrated
Diagnostic

Center (IDC)

Diagnostic 
Information 

System (DIS)

Esoteric 
Reference 

Lab

Reference 
LIS

Nighthawk 
Radiology

Nighthawk 
RIS/PACS

Evolved Model

Integrated
Diagnostic

Center (IDC)

Diagnostic 
Information 

System (DIS)

Diagnostic
reference
network

Super Evolved Model

Possible Evolutionary Sequence for IDCs, 
DISs, and Diagnostic Lab Network

Transition/changes required
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Need for Reform of Pathology and Lab 
Medicine Training Programs

Urgent need for pathologists and lab medicine specialists to 
develop broader set of clinical skills to operate in IDCs

Interventional radiologists facing same problem; losing 
patients to cardiologists who can respond to complications

Radiology one of the most desirable specialties in the U.S. but 
leaders now expressing concerns about future of specialty

Need fundamental reform of our teaching programs with 
recruitment of trainees with stronger clinical backgrounds

Greater clinical orientation of training programs will also help
trainee recruitment programs; attracted by broader scope

Transition/changes required
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Diagnostics sector of healthcare undergoing irreversible 
changes; science & technology enable earlier diagnosis

For diagnosis & treatment of complex disease, integrated 
team approach offers quality & efficiency advantages

New opportunity for development of Integrated Diagnostic 
Centers staffed by pathologists, lab specialists, radiologists

New software will be required for IDCs; blend of LIS, RIS, 
PACS plus rule-based software to manage internal hand-offs

Control of IDCs may not extend to current diagnosticians by 
default; clinical specialists are extending diagnostic expertise

Summary and Take-Home 
Points for This Lecture
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